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LINA SANTIAGO Debate 

Heats Up As MaiDsipeam 

Programmers 

Take Firm Stand 
This year's hot topic at Top 40 radio takes another 
twist this week as Lina Santiago's debut effort 
"Feels So Good" cracks the main- 
stream chart at #39 *. For the past 

two months, what initially began as 
rhythm -crossover's secret weapon has now 
developed into a full -blown pop record. 

The story began when Bruce St James, 
Assistant Program Director at POWER106 
in Los Angeles discovered the record in its 

demo form. After putting the song into rotation, it was only 
a matter of days before "Feel So Good" became one of the 
most requested songs possible in the station's history. News 
spread quickly throughout the crossover community and 
prompted such stations as WILD107 /San Francisco, 
KMEIJSan Francisco, KUBE/Seattle, WKTU/New 
York, FM101JSacramento, Z90/San Diego, KWIN/ 
Stockton, POWER96/Miami, KTFM/San Antonio, 
KPRR/Et Paso, KLUC/Las Vegas, KBXX/Houston, 
KJMZ/Las Vegas, WHHH/Indianapolis, KIX106/ 
Providence, and B96/Chicago quickly followed suit. Many 

programmers liked to think of Santiago as 

exclusively rhythm. 

It was only a matter of time before 
mainstream programmers caught wind of 
the amazing story developing around the 
country. Dan Kieley, Program Director of 
KDWB in Minneapolis, which some con- 

sider the perennial mainstream pop station 
in America, recently put the record into rotation and dis- 
covered immediate success, especially among female lis- 

teners 18 -24. Other mainstream stations that picked up on 
the Santiago phenomena included 
KIIS/Los Angeles, WFLZIPampa, 
XL106.7 /Orlando, WKSE/Buffalo, 
KHKS/Dallas, WZJMCIeveland, WNVZ/ 
Norfolk, WGTZ/Dayton, WIOQ/ 
Philadelphia, WKBQ /St. Louis, and 
WPXY/Rochester, which resulted in over 

Tom Gjerdrum 1400 spins according to BDS. "Feels So 
Good" was now viewed as a totally mainstream record. 

The debate reached its boiling point when Bob Lewis of 
KGGIIRiverside, a rhythm -leaning pop station became so 
incensed with Tom Gjerdrum of WZPL/Indianapolis 
who allegedly was bragging to the industry of his self - 
importance in breaking this record. The two reportedly 
faced off at a recent music convention in what initially 
began as a screaming match soon escalated to fisticuffs and 
possible gun play. No injuries were reported. 

Bruce St. James 

Dan Kieley 
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WABC/NY Drops Dershowitz Show! 
Call it the phrase that slays. WABC /NY 
dropped SW Network's weekly Alan 
Dershowitz show after Dershowitz 

called WABC afternoon driver Bob Grant a 
racist. 

Dershowitz made the remarks in the 
closing moments of his Sunday (3/17) night 
show in response to a caller who branded the 
law professor /host "a hypocrite" for appearing 
as a guest on Grant's program. 

Dershowitz responded that he while he 
used to visit with Grant, he stopped doing the 
show when he "learned about [Grant's] 
racism." He went on to add: "Bob Grant is a 

Rumors 
Will 18 -year Chicago vet Steve Dahl make a quick 

return to the Windy City airwaves - after some well - 
deserved time off? 

Are there some promotions in the near future at 
Evergreen's Detroit properties? In the wake of long- 
time WKQI/Detroit morning man Dick Purtan's exit, 
will Evergreen bring in WLUP /Chicago air talent 
Danny Bonaduce for momings ?Are Evergreen pro- 
gramming guru Steve Rivers and consultant Guy 
Zapoleon already in the building assisting WKQI PD 
Tom O'Brien? Will WKQI move in a more CHR di- 
rection? Does Evergreen also have something really 
wild brewing in the Bay Area? 

Now that WFLZ /Tampa is simulcasting on KHTS/ 
San Diego, will the San Diego station segue to a new 
format early in the Spring book? In other San Diego 
news ... look for the long -awaited signal swap between 
Par's KIOZ and Compass's KCBO -FM to happen 
by month's end. KIOZ's Rock format will shift to 105.3 
from 102.1 and KCBQ -FM's "Sets FM" AC program- 
ming will make the same move in reverse. 

Will Western Cities keep the CHR format on 
KQKS/Denver when its Century LMA expires March 
31? Will another in- market major player come to the 
table with a new LMA/purchase agreement? Look for 
GM Fritz Stahmer and acting PD Bryan Schock to 
exit nevertheless. 

Now that MCA has dropped its distribution option 
for any new Gasoline Alley Records product, will 
principal Randy Phillips resurface at Al Teller's soon - 
to-be- announced BMG- distributed label along with 
former MCA Exec. VP /A &R Ron Oberman? 

Will agent Kevin Gasser become a Sr. VP at 
Hollywood? 

Is Lisa Christano headed to theAltemative chair 
at MCA? Who'll fill her slot at Radioactive? Is freshly 
exited EMI Sr. Dir. /Alternative Promo Todd Sisson in - or not? (In the wake of Bisson's exit, Nick Bull, 
most recently RCA Dir. /Alternative & Adult Attema- 
tive Promo, will become EMI's Nat'l Dir./Alternative 
Promo, based on the West Coast. RCA Sr. Dir./Rock 
Dept. Nat'l Promo Jordan Zucker will take over Bull's 
old duties for now.) 

racist. Bob Grant is a bigot. He's a despicable 
talk show host." 

WABC PD Phil Boyce quickly announced 
that Dr. Laura Schlessinger will be heard in 
Dershowitz's old slot. SW VP/Talk 
Programming David Rimmer told ST that while 
the network was upset by the loss of WABC: 
'We still have a very strong lineup of affiliates." 

In the wake of Steve Kingston's exit (see 
Page 1), will Z100/NY morning co -host Patty 
Steele (Kingston's wife) remain with the 
station? Incidentally, look for Z100 
programming assistant Sam The Milkman to 
serve as interim PD - working with consultant 
Dave Shakes - until new PD Tom Poleman 
arrives from KRBE/Houston in April. 

Meanwhile, Z100 MD Andy Shane 
segues to MD at crosstown CHR/Rhythmic 
WKTU. 

The topper to all the news coming out of 
KRBE this week might've been the very real 
bomb scare in the building that houses the 
station. Not tied to the scare is the rumor that 
KRBE MD Paul "Cubby" Bryant - an 
obvious first choice - would be joining 
Poleman at Z100 /NY. Will Susquehanna 
replace Poleman from within the company? 
Does the PD hitlist contain 10 names? 

Speaking of Houston ... could we see ex- 
programmer (and former Jive L.A. promo rep) 
Tom Casey surface across the street from 
KRBE? 

In the wake of Heritage Media and EZ 
Communications swapping stations in Seattle 
and New Orleans, EZ now controls KCIN -FM/ 
Seattle via an LMA and replaces the station's 
Country format with a simulcast of EZ's Country 
KMPS -FM. 

Will EZ begin to tease the new KCIN 
format on Sunday (3/24) and launch the new 
format the next day? Will Heritage leave its new 
New Orleans properties WRNO and WBYU 
alone, but restore WEZB to a full -blown CHR? 

WO NAC veteran Paul Goldstein form his own 
consultancy when his SW Networks VP/ 
Programming Development contract expires in May? 

KPWR/L.A. morning drivers The Bake 
Boyz (aka. Nick and Eric Vidal) have parlayed 
their morning show into a TV pilot in the works 
that'll be done by Warner Bros. for ABC. 

Continued on Page 20 
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